
CEMETERY WORKING PARTY MEETING 

February 6th 2018 @ 10.00am 

On site at Pughs Paddock 

BURBAGE 

 

Present:   Cllrs, Mary Sherwin [Chair]: Stan Rooney, Peter Morris,  

 

Apologies: Cllr Peter Wallace 

 

Minutes approved:  N/A    

Overall appearance of Pugh’s Paddock looks good. 

 

Update required on previous decisions from minutes. 

 

3 Trees leaning over and causing excessive moss on grassed areas: decision to fell these 

included in budget. [2 large 1 small tree] When is this work planned, as work will be 

necessary on the grassed areas, to treat the moss, then scarify and re-seed where required. 

Action URGENT 

 

Holly Hedge reduction: Although the hedge is neat and tidy, the W/P still feel 

insufficient width has been removed. The hedge is still encroaching onto the footpath 

width, which is unsafe for children walking to and from school, [in particular Mothers 

with pushchairs and small infants], resulting in a narrower footpath from the original iron 

railing at the start of the Paddock, past the gates, to the final point near the School. A 

quick survey was undertaken to ascertain exactly where the root branches were within the 

hedge, which appears to be from the inside line of the hedge. If taking a view along the 

hedge, there is a telegraph pole in the middle of the hedge half-way along the section 

from gates-school. Obviously, this would not have been originally placed in the middle of 

a hedge, which indicates the line has been excessively exceeded on the outer side [again 

reducing the footpath] 

These works due to the bird nesting season will need to be planned for the latter end of 

the year, during which time a more in-depth survey by ground’s men needs undertaking. 

A plan to put in place, identifying the line to be taken in the autumn, with the aim of 

improving pedestrian safety, reducing the future work required to cut back the hedge, 

thereby reducing costs.  Action in autumn but plan needed by August. 

 

New Works: 

Rose beds: Cllr Morris advises that the two beds of roses near the gates, be replaced. 

They are very old, not in a good condition, barely rooted in the ground. After removal the 

ground needs digging over, feeding with manure, and new roses planting. Action 

The bed of large shrubs that are very tall and not much growth at the base, it is suggested 

this be reduced in height by 18” to improve the new growth and appearance of the bed 

and any branches removed that impede air and light encouraging new growth. Action 

 



Triangle at bottom end of Paddock:   This is a very untidy and unattractive area, and 

much reduced by the straggly overgrown bushes. W/P suggests removal of certain 

plants/bushes to improve the look and access to this garden area. [Plan enclosed]  

There are shrubs leaning towards the holly hedge all cramped in and looking unattractive. 

There is holly hanging from the Care Home side impeding the garden area. There are 

many overgrown bushes to the front of the garden, all growing into each other, and not 

laid out to enable the benefit of seeing what they are. Many of these need removing 

however, there are two evergreen shrubs [as indicated on plan] which are good and well 

spaced out, [but may need trimming]. Due to the condition of the area, it is impossible to 

see what lies to the rear of the triangular garden area. Any evergreen plant/bush could be 

retained where possible, subject to condition and position. Action subject to costings.   

see drawing 

 

Meeting closed at 10.45 

 

Date of next meeting t.b.c. 

 

 

                            

  


